The amount of encoded data replication in an erasure-coded clustered storage system has a great impact on the bandwidth consumption and network latency, mostly during data reconstruction. Aimed at the reasons that lead to the excess data transmission between racks, a rack aware data block placement method is proposed. In order to ensure rack-level fault tolerance and reduce the frequency and amount of the cross-rack data transmission during data reconstruction, the method deploys partial data block concentration to store the data blocks of a file in fewer racks. Theoretical analysis and simulation results show that our proposed strategy greatly reduces the frequency and data volume of the cross-rack transmission during data reconstruction. At the same time, it has better performance than the typical random distribution method in terms of network usage and data reconstruction efficiency.
Introduction
The explosive growth of data volume brings serious challenges to data storage in the age of big data. According to an IDC (Internet Data Center) report, global data volume will grow by 40 percent annually over the next decade, and it is expected to reach 40 ZB by 2020. The distributed storage cluster system is a large-scale distribution storage system, deployed in a clustered way, and is widely used for big data storage due to its low cost. However, the distributed storage cluster system is built on a large amount of cheap storage devices in growing quantity, and even a single device failure may affect the entire system. Thus, the distributed storage cluster system brings more and more challenges in terms of data reliability.
The storage system usually uses replication and erasure codes to ensure data reliability. Replication (data copy) is a redundancy backup method to ensure data availability after device failure, which costs overhead storage space as the scale of the system increases. Erasure codes can provide the same or even higher data reliability with lower storage cost than replication, so it is widely used in storage systems for big data.
In a distribution storage cluster system, it is necessary to cooperate with multiple nodes for implementation of erasure codes, but the frequent data transmission between nodes will take up more network resource in that process. It is necessary to reduce the network traffic since limited network resources are the major bottleneck in the entire system [1] . Besides, reducing network traffic can also shorten data reconstruction time and thus improves overall performance of the storage system. In summary, we propose a rack-aware data placement method for encoded blocks. It uses a single rack to store multiple data blocks of the same file so as to reduce the cross-rack data transmission during data reconstruction.
Background and Related Work

Erasure Coding in Distribution Storage Cluster System
Researchers have extensively studied the application of deploying erasure codes in a distribution storage cluster system. Many measures were taken to improve the performance of erasure-coded clustered storage system, such as simplifying the decoding operation, increasing the number of replicas, or reducing the number of data reconstruction events, etc.
On one hand, it is effective to optimize the erasure code itself. Patrick P.C. Lee and his team have worked on cross-rack network traffic and produced many research results like EAR (Encoding Aware Replication) [2] , DRC (Double Regenerating Codes) [3] and CAR (Cross-rack Aware Recovery) [4] . The EAR deploys data blocks in a non-random way before encoding to reduce the data transmission. DRC is a two-stage regeneration so as to minimize the cross-rack repair bandwidth for single-node repair. CAR first examines the data layout in a CFS (Cluster File System) and then determines the recovery solution that accesses the minimum number of racks. BDCode (Big Data Code) [5] is applied to the coding matrix on the basis of CRS (Cauchy Reed-Solomn Codes) to reduce coding costs and times. Li et al. tried to degrade tasks and used the idle network resources to improve network utilization [6] . They also speed up the repair performance in general erasure-coded storage, by pipelining the repair of failed data in small-size units across storage nodes [7] . The DynaEC (Dynamic Erasure Coding) method [8] presents a local coding strategy in HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) without downloading data from remote nodes. The Sinbad method [9] adjusts the layout of the replica periodically based on the network balance. Albano [10] reduces the network transmission during encoding and decoding by caching the network storage. Binary regenerating codes [11] reduce the reconstruction bandwidth consumption by simplifying the decoding process. Random binary extension code [12] adjusts the coding matrix flexibly, in order to change the code rate and improve correction ability. CHGDPS [13] combines a consistency hash with the greedy algorithm, on the foundation of dividing the collection and choosing the most suitable node on which to place the multiple redundant blocks.
On the other hand, adding replicas can reduce the number of data reconstruction events. The work on erasure codes that optimize network traffic during regeneration have a long history that can be traced back to A.G. Dimakis' work (network coding for distributed storage systems). Dimakis and his research team focused on identifying a tradeoff between storage and repair bandwidth [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Many researchers follow this direction. Lee's new work RRC (rack-aware regenerating codes) tries to find the optimal tradeoff between storage and repair bandwidth [19] . CAROM [20] uses replication in cooperation with erasure codes to provide the benefits of bandwidth cost, storage cost, and access latencies. Dynamically changing the number of replicas according to the data access frequency can improve storage efficiency and optimize load balancing [21, 22] . Adding replicas for hot data can decrease data reconstruction times and improve the storage utilization rate [23] . The mixed storage scheme [24] uses erasure codes and adds a replica at the same time, to improve reliability and storage efficiency. Leveraging a non-linear tradeoff between the recovery bandwidth and the probability of data loss, lazy recovery [25] delays the degraded stripes to amortize repair bandwidth costs. In a word, finding the optimal tradeoff between storage and repair bandwidth in the erasure storage cluster system is demonstrated to improve the data access efficiency to a certain extent.
The above optimizations for erasure codes ignore the effect of the encoded data block layout (node-level or rack-level) on data reconstruction. Although literature [9] gives the layout plan that distributes M + N blocks to M + N nodes, it does not discuss the influence of data distribution between nodes on data reconstruction. The network consumption during data reconstruction mainly takes place in the process of data transmission of all data blocks from different nodes to the decoding node.
In general, a typical approach to tolerate node-level and rack-level failures is placing blocks in different nodes where each node belongs to different rack [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Decoded node and block-stored nodes are usually not directly connected and even across multiple racks, which produces high consumption of network transmission. Meanwhile, existing failure recovery optimizations fail to consider cross-rack repair traffic, as previously mentioned. So, optimization of the data layout is important to reduce the cross-rack transmission frequency and transmission data quantity between nodes, so as to reduce the network resource consumption.
In Reference [31] , aiming at the end-to-end delay of data transmission, a multi-path forwarding route is proposed based on cache utilization. The data is sent to the sink node through different parent nodes at a certain probability, which can reduce transmission congestion and the end-to-end delay. At the same time, in Reference [32] , a greedy heuristic algorithm is proposed for the on-demand application components placement, which localizes network traffic in the data center interconnect. This optimization helps reduce communication overhead in upper layer network switches and will eventually reduce the overall traffic volume across the data center. A reconstruction of the failed chunk requires a repair server to fetch k chunks (belonging to the same stripe as the failed chunk) from k different servers. This causes the network link into the repair server to become congested, increasing the network transfer time [33] . Thereby, dividing the reconstruction operation into small partial operations and scheduling them on multiple nodes reduces the network pressure. This give us an idea to test whether localizing network traffic can reduce the data transmission and the overall traffic volume during data reconstruction.
Therefore, we put forward a rack aware encoded data placement method from the perspective of the layout of rack level blocks. It uses a rack aware method to organize encoded blocks in order to reduce the cross-rack transmission frequency and transmission data quantity during data reconstruction.
The Architecture of the Erasure-Coded Clustered System
In the erasure-coded cluster storage system, data blocks and encoding blocks are stored separately in different nodes of different racks. Every rack has several storage nodes, and nodes within the same rack are connected by top-of-rack (TOR) switches, while different racks are connected by a core network. The architecture of the erasure-coded clustered system is illustrated in Figure 1 . Data transmission within the rack (intra-rack) depends on TOR and the cross-rack data transmission depends on the core network.
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We always simplify erasure codes mark to (n, k). An (n, k) erasure code can tolerate at most an n − k block loss and at least k blocks are needed to reconstruct the original data. In addition, the maximum short separate (MDS) code can obtain the optimal storage efficiency k/n, which is commonly used in most storage systems. Some commonly used MDS codes include Reed-Solomn code (RS code), low density parity check code (LDPC code), array code, etc.
The mathematical symbols and definitions used in this paper are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 . Mathematical symbols and definitions used in this paper.
Symbol Definitions
n Total number of encoded data blocks and parity blocks k Number of blocks of a divided file r Number of parity blocks, n = k + r c
Maximum number of block placed in each rack S File size NR Number of racks for storing a file FT Number of failed racks that a storage system can tolerate m Total number of racks in a storage system R{} Collection of all racks R {R1, R2, . . . , Rm} R j
The j-th rack in the collection of all rack
The i-th block of a file OPR Optimal rack subset for placing one file APR Alternative rack set that contains all rack-subsets consisting of any NR racks from R BA(R j ) Available bandwidth from R j to the core network
Entire resource availability of APR l
In fact, rack failure is very rare in an actual storage system [34] , so our research in this paper will only analyze single rack failures.
Problem Statement
As is known, with erasure code it is easy to obtain the optimal storage efficiency, but it leads to high access latency. One important reason for this is that data blocks and parity blocks are randomly dispersed in different nodes of different racks. This distribution results in additional downloads from any node to get k data blocks (parity blocks) and the process produces a lot of bandwidth latency. Two extreme cases are discussed as followed:
(1) To tolerate any n − k rack failure, it is necessary to place the k data blocks and the r parity blocks of one file in n different racks, meanwhile all these racks are not directly connected and may even be across multiple data centers. This causes a series of performance losses. To recover one failed block, k blocks are required to be downloaded. Although one block can be obtained from inside the same rack, the other k − 1 blocks need to be downloaded from another k − 1 racks, which causes high cross-rack bandwidth transmission and time delay. (2) All the data blocks and parity blocks are stored in a number of nodes of one rack. This is an assumption and does not generally exist in reality. Data reconstruction in this situation only needs intra-rack transmission, without cross-rack transmission, which reduces transmission delay and improves decoding performance. However, with this layout it is difficult to meet the requirements of rack-level fault tolerance, i.e., once the rack fails then relevant data are unrecoverable, which violates the ability of the erasure codes as a pivotal fault tolerant technology.
Comprehensively taking the above two cases into consideration, it is optimal to distribute blocks between the two extreme cases to ensure rack-level data reliability of a storage system, i.e., blocks of one file distribute not only in different nodes but also in different racks. Therefore, it is of necessity to optimize the layout of encoded data blocks to decrease the frequency and amount of data transfer due to the unavoidably cross-rack transmission. On one hand, cross-rack data transmission takes much more time than intra-rack transmission. That is to say intra-rack takes low transmission time due to the high-speed TOR switch. Commonly, the cross-rack capacity available per node in the worst case is only 1/5 to 1/20 of the intra-rack capacity [35] [36] [37] . On the other hand, the number of nodes and racks quickly increases with the expansion of the clustered system size, this requires more and more cross-rack transmission, which would give rise to further fierce competition and would easily lead to communication congestion and transmission delay.
Rack Aware Encoding Data Placement Schemes
Design Goals
Considering that cross-rack distribution not only brings more cross-rack transmission but also increases transmission delay when downloading blocks, and that blocks of one file stored in a single rack reduces the fault tolerance level, it is necessary to obtain a tradeoff between transmission efficiency and data reliability. The main goals of the data placement scheme designed in this paper are as follows:
(1) Reduce the cross-rack data transmission. Less frequent data transmission and lower transmission volume lead to better data reconstruction performance. (2) Maintain data availability. Any of the data layout plans should guarantee rack-level fault tolerance.
Placement Strategy for Encoded Data Blocks
In an erasure-coded clustered storage system, the original data of size S is encoded into n fragments of size S/k each using an (n, k) MDS erasure code, and these fragments are distributed across n nodes (i.e., one encoded fragment per node) that are evenly located in r racks with n/r nodes in each. As blocks becomes more scattered, cross-rack transmission occurs more frequently and conversely cross-rack transmission becomes less. Therefore, centralized storage of partial blocks will reduce cross-rack data transmission.
Set the parameter c for the maximum number of blocks placed in a rack, and c > 1. It is implied that placing all blocks of a file needs NR ≥ n c racks (i.e., deploy n blocks in NR racks). Since one file allows at most n − k block loss to obtain rack-level fault tolerance, we can place n − k blocks of a file in at least one rack. Thus, c ≤ n − k and the storage system can tolerate a n−k c rack failed at best. Our placement strategy is shown in Figure 2 . With different values of c, select NR = n c racks and deploy n encoded blocks in these NR racks with c blocks per rack.
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Take RS (9, 6) as an example, the original data of size S is encoded into 9 fragments, and n = 9, k = 6, c = 3. When c = 2, all data blocks are divided into five parts: {D1, D2}, {D3, D4}, {D5, D6}, {D7, D8}, {D9}, and each part is deployed into a separate rack, either R1, R2, R3, R4, or R5. Notice that blocks are placed in any node within each rack. This specific deployment is shown in Figure 3 .
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The data reliability of the data placement scheme proposed in this paper is analyzed based on a single rack fault. As shown in Figure 5 , we discuss whether the data can be recovered when rack 1 fails. Figure 5 . Data transmission during reconstruction after single rack failure.
It is known that c blocks are placed in each rack. For the case of minimum cross-rack repair bandwidth, c = n − k, i.e., each rack has n − k data blocks of one file. When rack 1 fails, there are still k surviving blocks in the other NR − 1 racks, so the data is fully recoverable. Therefore, the proposed layout scheme can guarantee the data reliability in the case of single-rack failure.
Placement Algorithm for Encoded Data Blocks
Given the design and analysis in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, the placement algorithm for encoded data blocks is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for data placement
Input: Original data of size S, the number of blocks placed in one rack c (1 < c ≤ n − k), the optimal rack subset (OPR) Output: Rack location/serial number, the number and size of blocks placed in each rack 1. Initialization: Divide the original data (Size S) into k chunks 2. Encode the k chunks and get r parity chunks 3. Record the data chunks as Di, i = 1, …, n 4. for j = 0, j < NR, j++ 5.
First, according to the value of c, we get the number of racks NR that is needed to store a file. Second, we select NR racks from the rack collection. Finally, we deploy n blocks of the file into the chosen racks with c blocks per rack. The pseudocode of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1, which mainly implements two functions: (1) dividing and encoding the original file; and (2) selecting NR racks in which to deploy the n encoded blocks. NR racks need to be selected from R before placement. There many possible combinations of any NR racks from R.
To avoid a more centralized placement on fewer rack and cross-rack transmission, we propose an algorithm for load balancing as shown in Algorithm 2. Algorithm 2 compares several alternatives on the basis of available bandwidth from a rack to core network (BA(Rj)) and available storage size in Rj (SA(Rj)), and then finds the optimal rack subset with the maximum RA(APRi).
Algorithm 2 An algorithm for load balancing
Input: The number of blocks placed in one rack c (1 < c ≤ n − k), collection of all racks R, NR Output: The optimal rack subset (OPR) for placing one file 1. Initialization: R = {R1, R2, …, Rm} 2. Select any NR racks from R as a rack-subset 3. Construct THE alternative rack set (APR) that contains all rack-subsets 4. APRl is a rack-subset in APR 5. for each ARPl in ARP do 6. for each Rj in APRl do It is known that c blocks are placed in each rack. For the case of minimum cross-rack repair bandwidth, c = n − k, i.e., each rack has n − k data blocks of one file. When rack 1 fails, there are still k surviving blocks in the other NR − 1 racks, so the data is fully recoverable. Therefore, the proposed layout scheme can guarantee the data reliability in the case of single-rack failure.
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for data placement
Input: Original data of size S, the number of blocks placed in one rack c (1 < c ≤ n − k), the optimal rack subset (OPR) Output: Rack location/serial number, the number and size of blocks placed in each rack 1. Initialization: Divide the original data (Size S) into k chunks 2. Encode the k chunks and get r parity chunks 3. Record the data chunks as D i , i = 1, . . . , n 4. for j = 0, j < NR, j++ 5.
To avoid a more centralized placement on fewer rack and cross-rack transmission, we propose an algorithm for load balancing as shown in Algorithm 2. Algorithm 2 compares several alternatives on the basis of available bandwidth from a rack to core network (BA(R j )) and available storage size in R j (SA(R j )), and then finds the optimal rack subset with the maximum RA(APR i ).
Algorithm 2 An algorithm for load balancing
Input: The number of blocks placed in one rack c (1 < c ≤ n − k), collection of all racks R, NR Output: The optimal rack subset (OPR) for placing one file 1. Initialization: R = {R1, R2, . . . , Rm} 2. Select any NR racks from R as a rack-subset 3. Construct THE alternative rack set (APR) that contains all rack-subsets 4. APR l is a rack-subset in APR 5. for each ARP l in ARP do 6. for each R j in APR l do 7.
Get available bandwidth from R j to core network (BA(R j )) and available storage size in R j (SA(R j )) 8.
Calculate BA(APR l )-the sum of BA(R j ) when R j IS in APR l 9. Calculate SA(ARP l )-the sum of SA(R j ) when R j IS in APR l
Find the maximum RA(APR l ) 12. OPR is the APR l with the maximum RA(APR l ) 13. end
Extensions
Our method mainly focuses on placement of encoded data blocks, whereas other improved encoding and decoding methods find the optimal coding scheme. There may be a combination of placement methods and coding schemes. For example, using the Locally Repairable Code (LRC) on the basis of the rack aware data block placement method might achieve better performance in terms of network traffic. Generally, the recovery has to deliver the requested data to the repair execution node over racks. Now the system can send the inter-rack blocks first and then decode partial blocks for a single node failure, and also send a decoded block through each cross-rack transmission, which evidently decreases not only each cross-rack but also the overall traffic volume. Further use of the rack aware data placement in other erasure codes and the corresponding load balancing algorithm are considered as our future work.
Evaluation and Discussion
Performance Analysis
The minimum cross-rack repair bandwidth of the two placements policies (the typical random deployment and the rack aware placement) is discussed as follows.
Rack aware placement policy: when the chosen rack for one file is the least this means the cross-rack bandwidth is the minimum, and at this point each rack stores c = r blocks. After encoding the original data of size S into n fragments of size S/k each using an (n, k) erasure code, NR = n/(n − k) racks are needed to deploy them. When recovering data, choose a rack which has r blocks as the calculation node and download the other k − r blocks from the other alive n/(n − k) − 1 racks. Thus, the cross-rack transmission time is n/(n − k) − 1, and the cross-rack data transmission volume is (k/(n − k) − 1) × (n − k)S/k, which simplifies to (2k − n)S/k.
Typical random deployment policy: under these circumstances, one block is placed in each rack, and the decoding node needs to download the other k − 1 blocks from another k − 1 racks when recovering data. This results in at least (k − 1)S/k cross-rack transmission.
In contrast, the two deployment policies have different cross-rack consumption and our rack aware placement method achieves a better performance. The rack aware placement strategy has k − k/(n − k) (i.e., k(1 − 1/n − k) fewer transmission times and (n − k − 1)S/k less transmission volume than the typical random deployment policy. The decrease of cross-rack transmission times implicates alleviation of competition in the core network, and the lower cross-rack transmission volume illustrates reduction of cross-rack bandwidth consumption. Therefore, we conclude through the theoretical analysis that the rack aware placement policy can effectively reduce the cross-rack data transmission frequency and transmission volume.
Performance Testing
Reconstruction Performance
We evaluate the proposed scheme by simulations. The OptorSim simulator is used to evaluate the network resource occupancy rate, cross-rack transmission frequency, data reconstruction execution time, and encoding throughput. Encoding throughput is defined as the total amount of encoded data (in MB) divided by the total encoding time.
We set the test parameters as follows: the number of files (FN) are set to 100, 200, 300, 400, or 500, the file size is 10 MB, and RS (9, 6) is used as the encoding scheme. There are 20 nodes in our tested simulator, the transmission between nodes is regarded as cross-rack transmission, and different network bandwidth parameters are set for different connections between any two nodes.
As a result of the inequality 1 ≤ c ≤ n − k, we have c ∈ {2, 3}. We test the performance of three different layout schemes in this paper: (1) the layout scheme of typical method, i.e., single block per rack; (2) when c = 2, two blocks per rack; and (3) when c = 3, three blocks per rack. Based on the different values of FN, the data reconstruction under the three kinds of layout schemes is tested. The experimental results are shown in Figure 6 .
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Above all, the rack aware placement policy does a better job compared with the typical deployment policy. Meanwhile, a larger c in the new scheme gets better performance in the four analyzed ways (network usage, cross-rack transmission frequency, data reconstruction execution time, and encoding throughput). This demonstrates the fact that fewer racks for deploying encoded blocks makes fewer cross-rack traffic. Network usage reduces as much as 50%. Thus, the rack aware scheme effectively obtains the goal to simultaneously reduce the cross-rack transmission times and transmission volume. That is to say, the new scheme relieves the competition for the core network and improve data reconstruction efficiency with less decoding time.
Load Balancing Performance
There must also be a performance test for the load balancing algorithm. We performed some experiments with two load-balancing algorithms-random (without load balancing) and the proposed load-balancing algorithm. The test parameters are set as in the previous case, but the file size is changed to 100 MB. Additionally, we set a very limited available network bandwidth. The experimental results are shown in Figure 7 for each set of data in the previous diagram based on the multiple tests.
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There must also be a performance test for the load balancing algorithm. We performed some experiments with two load-balancing algorithms-random (without load balancing) and the proposed load-balancing algorithm. The test parameters are set as in the previous case, but the file size is changed to 100 MB. Additionally, we set a very limited available network bandwidth. The experimental results are shown in Figure 7 for each set of data in the previous diagram based on the multiple tests. Figure 7a-e shows the used storage of the two algorithms with FN ranging from 100 to 500. Although the random method can keep balance to a certain extent, our method has better advantages in load balancing of storage. Applying our load balancing algorithm, each rack has approximately storage usage unlike the random as FN gets larger. Therefore, it is evident that our load balancing algorithm achieves good performance in terms of storage load balancing.
In Figure 7f , with limited bandwidth, the deploying time using the random algorithm is very close to using our load balancing algorithm at the beginning. As FN increases, the time of the random algorithm increases very fast, while that of the load balancing algorithm grows slowly. One important reason is that the amount of time spent for waiting on limited network bandwidth, thereby our algorithm effectively avoids such network congestion. Thus, our method can partly balance network load partly.
To sum up, in our rack aware data placement method, the load balancing algorithm plays a vital role in load balancing of the network and storage.
Reconstruction Performance for Comparison
We also compare our placement method with the traditional Reed-Solomon-based reconstruction technique (Traditional RS) and CAR [4] in terms of average reconstruction time and cross-rack traffic. With the same parameters as those in Section 4.2.1, we evaluate their average reconstruction time and cross-rack traffic. The experimental results are shown in Figure 8 . Figure 7a-e shows the used storage of the two algorithms with FN ranging from 100 to 500. Although the random method can keep balance to a certain extent, our method has better advantages in load balancing of storage. Applying our load balancing algorithm, each rack has approximately storage usage unlike the random as FN gets larger. Therefore, it is evident that our load balancing algorithm achieves good performance in terms of storage load balancing.
We also compare our placement method with the traditional Reed-Solomon-based reconstruction technique (Traditional RS) and CAR [4] in terms of average reconstruction time and cross-rack traffic. With the same parameters as those in Section 4.2.1, we evaluate their average reconstruction time and cross-rack traffic. The experimental results are shown in Figure 8 . Figure 8a shows that the rack aware data placement method and CAR observably reduce average reconstruction time. The reconstruction time of the rack aware data placement is very close to that of CAR. The same status of three method is also true for cross-rack traffic and our method greatly reduce cross-rack transmission.
In short, it is evident that our method does a good job in reconstruction time and cross-rack traffic reduction compared with traditional RS and CAR.
Conclusions and Future Work
Reducing network traffic is an important way to improve the efficiency of data reconstruction in erasure-coded clustered storage systems. Because of high cross-rack transmission consumption and low data reconstruction efficiency in the typical layout scheme, a rack-aware data placement strategy has been proposed. To take into account an encoded block layout that can effectively reduce the cross-rack transmission before decoding, encoded blocks are placed as uniformly random as possible. Through theoretical analysis and simulation experiments, the new method reduces cross-rack data transmission frequency and transmission volume as well as ensuring data availability without any additional storage. At the same time, our method also keeps storage and network balance with a load balancing algorithm which considers available bandwidth and available storage space.
In future work, there are two main areas of consideration: considering the future workloads to optimize the layout of data and undertaking further experimental investigations.
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